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Abstract
Online review platforms — such as Facebook Pages, Yelp, and Google Reviews — host millions of user-generated posts. Some reviewers choose to use these platforms to share political opinions and calls for activism. One example of this phenomenon, UNC-Chapel Hill’s “Silent Sam” Confederate statue review page on Facebook, provides an opportunity to examine comments from users asserting their pro-statue and anti-statue opinions. While protestors removed the statue in August 2018, its unofficial page (and its posts) remains visible online and continues to garner new “reviews” after the monument’s physical removal. This study analyzes the engagement publicly visible on Silent Sam’s Facebook reviews. Despite the large volume of research on social network sites, the author is unaware of any studies of activist posts on online review spaces. Discovering the most prevalent claims made in pro-Confederate posts will help educators, activists, online moderators, and creators of Terms of Service agreements determine where they can (and should) respond to racist rhetoric.
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Introduction
Online review platforms — such as Facebook Pages, Yelp, and Google Reviews — host millions of user-generated posts. Some reviewers choose to use these platforms to share political opinions and calls for activism. One example of this phenomenon, UNC-Chapel Hill’s “Silent Sam” Confederate statue review page on Facebook (Silent Sam, ca. 2015), provides an opportunity to examine comments from users asserting their pro-statue and anti-statue opinions.

While protestors removed the statue in August 2018, its unofficial page (and its posts) remains visible online as of late 2020 and continues to garner new “reviews” after the monument’s physical removal. This study analyzes the engagement publicly visible on Silent Sam’s Facebook reviews. Despite the large volume of research on social network sites, the author is unaware of any studies that have been conducted of activist posts on online review spaces.

Rationale, aim, and research questions
Social network sites impact the creation, management, and preservation of digital content. This research examines one facet of social media platforms, online user-created reviews, as related to political engagement and activism.

More than 1,700 Confederate memorials (monuments, place names, and other symbols) remain in public spaces (Southern Poverty Law Center [SPLC], 2019). These shrines function as state-sanctioned celebrations of Confederate lore with deep roots in racism and violence [1]. People who support the continued display of Confederate memorials often employ coded language in their arguments for preserving and learning history, including phrases such as “it’s heritage, not hate” [2]. Yet prior work indicates that knowledge of Southern history negatively correlates with support for public displays of Confederate symbolism (Strother, et al., 2017). Examining these discussions in situ will provide further insights into the discourses (i.e., structures of meaning and interaction) visible in the review posts. Discovering the most prevalent claims made in pro-Confederate posts will help educators, activists, online moderators, and creators of Terms of Service agreements determine where they can (and should) respond to racist rhetoric.

Additionally, debates over Confederate symbolism may be the first foray into local activism for many people [3]. This, coupled with the low barriers of social media use, offers new possibilities for anti-racist work. Preparing activists to effectively respond to coded racism in different online environments is particularly important considering new research on the links between social media and hate crimes (Müller and Schwarz, 2018; 2017).

Parallel to Cotter’s (2017) call to move and contextualize the Silent Sam statue, analyzing the related review posts and the users who create them will allow us — and future scholars — to see the effects of White supremacy and its impact on digital lives. By embedding this study within the historical constructs of Confederate memorialization, this paper responds to calls for research on anti-racist work that does not rely on tokenism (Hudson, 2017) and further analysis of targeted phrases used by White nationalists in online contexts [4]. More generally, this research investigates how people engage in different uses of social media [5].

Research questions

- **RQ1**: Which reviews (negative or positive) are associated with different types of engagement (“likes” and replies)?
  - RQ1a: Does the proportion of the original posts, replies, and “likes” reflect recent polling data on the removal of Confederate monuments?
  - RQ1b: Are there gender-based patterns similar to prior research on social media use and/or feelings towards Confederate symbols?
- **RQ2**: Which speech acts (Herring, et al., 2005) do reviewers use and does this differ between negative and positive reviews?
- **RQ3**: How often, what types, and when do reviewers use coded language or “commonsense” racism (Hughey and Daniels, 2013) and how does this align with the “heritage versus hate” claims identified by the SPLC (2019)?

---

Background

Contextual information on Confederate memorials in America, online engagement and interaction, and user-created reviews provides the necessary framework in which to examine this new phenomenon.

Confederate Memorials

Dylann Roof’s 2015 murder of nine Black people attending church in Charleston, S.C. constituted a turning point in contemporary efforts to remove Confederate symbols on public grounds. Photographs of Roof, a White supremacist, holding a Confederate battle flag emerged shortly after the massacre (SPLC, 2016). Appeals to move Confederate monuments included one by City Council members in Charlottesville, Va., who voted to remove a statue of Robert E. Lee from a public park in 2017 [6]. This decision was met with demonstrations by White nationalists, resulting in the death of Heather Heyer, a counter-protester [7]. Many White Southerners hold the refuted notion that the Confederacy was an attempt to defend the region’s honor unrelated to slavery and/or White supremacy [8]. This directly contradicts primary resources from the time, such as Confederate Vice President Stephen’s Cornerstone Speech: “Our new government is founded upon ... the great truth that the negro is not equal to the white man; that slavery subordination to the superior race is his natural and normal condition” (Stephens, 1861). Rallies for both the preservation and
removal of Confederate monuments have increased across America since 2015, including many at the Silent Sam monument on the UNC Chapel Hill campus in North Carolina (SPLC, 2019; Long, 2018; AP News, 2019).

**Case selection.** Silent Sam. Silent Sam typifies Confederate statues in the American South in many respects. It was built during the largest construction period of Confederate memorials (1900–1920), which coincided with the codification of Jim Crow laws and the revival of the Ku Klux Klan (SPLC, 2019). The United Daughters of the Confederacy erected more than 700 Confederate memorials (many more than any other group) and sponsored one third of the funds required for Silent Sam (Galuszka, 2017; UNC Archives, 2018). Like other Confederate memorials, the statue serves as a lightning rod of social conflict during times of crisis [9]. It was a site of graffiti after the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968 and student marches during the L.A. riots of 1992 (UNC Archives, 2018). More recently, Alamance and Orange County pro-Confederate groups organized a rally at Silent Sam in October 2015 (Bonner, 2015) and January 2019 (AP News, 2019) — one of 350 similar rallies that took place across the country in the six months after the Charleston massacre (SPLC, 2019).

The statue is an example of Confederate memorials’ insidious historical purpose — on the surface, it appears to honor reluctant yet valiant soldiers, while documentation of its dedication ceremony exposes its original objective as a physical reminder of racist violence [10]. Silent Sam’s dedication ceremony, like many other Confederate memorial celebrations, was used to cement the statue’s relationship to White supremacy. The University and community leaders who erected Silent Sam explained that the memorial was not simply “a monument to the dead,” but also “a lesson for the living,” in which White manhood includes horse-whipping a Black woman after she “insulted ... a [White] Southern lady” [11].

Silent Sam is atypical in one aspect — protestors pulled the statue down from its base on 20 August 2018 (UNC Archives, 2018; Long, 2018). Yet the debate over the statue’s reinstatement continues as of this writing (Stancill, 2019; McGee, 2019). Related arguments, made before and after the statue’s removal, remain visible on social media, including on Silent Sam’s unofficial Facebook page reviews. Pro-Confederate memorial user-created content is so pervasive and similar that the SPLC (2019) created a list of common claims used to defend Confederate memorials in public spaces. This research examines whether users expressing positive reviews for Silent Sam use these claims and which are most prevalent (see each claim identified and SPLC response in Appendix A, Table A1).

**Online engagement and interaction**

Online social networks pique interest and promote the communication of information through engagement and interaction. User engagement is sustained interest in content (regardless of whether that interest is shared with others), while interactivity is communication between individuals [12]. Montalvo defines social media by its ability to turn Internet-based communications into interactive dialogues [13]. Online social network sites depend on users investing their time, attention, and emotions; as such, engaging experiences are essential [14].

Engagement with social media is fueled by user-created and user-generated content. User-created content refers to works that have been published, contain creative effort, and are usually made outside of professional routines and practices [15]. User-generated content encompasses both the production of new content and the sharing of content made by others [16]. Motivating factors for creating and/or sharing content include “connecting with peers, achieving fame, notoriety or prestige, and expressing oneself” [17]. Users posting reviews of contested spaces may be inspired by any, or all, of these motivations.

Instead of positioning user-generated content as a private activity, social media posts can be interpreted as outward-facing signals. The importance of these signals is illustrated by Ellison and boyd’s (2013) shift in focus of their definition of online social network sites from profile creation (boyd and Ellison, 2007) to streams of activity. This mirrors Good’s (2012) view of user-generated content as social texts. Users express their individuality on social media through published actions, membership in groups, and/or repositories of user-generated content [18].

**Online activism.** Social media facilitates activism by harnessing the power of collective action quickly, inexpensively, and efficiently. Whether activist movements take place online, off-line, or include a combination of both approaches, organizers must find a way to translate supporters’ sympathetic attitudes into overt behaviors. Hinkle, et al. (1996) found that one’s identification with other members in an organization combined with the perceived efficacy of that organization’s tactics impact a person’s predilection for activism. Online connections can facilitate both of these aspects — allowing users to share their involvement with an activist group as well as describe their effectiveness. While it is people — not technologies — that accomplish revolutions [19], social media offers the possibility of reaching millions of potential activists at the same time who are not in the same physical space or may not know one...
Online social networks have, of course, facilitated many off-line activist events. Facebook and Twitter were used to organize peace marches in Columbia (Neumayer and Raffl, 2008), launch election and government protests in Iran (Amin, 2010), initiate demonstrations against the Guatemalan president (Harlow, 2012), and spread information on “Arab Spring” uprisings (Tufekci and Wilson, 2012; Jones, 2012; Tufekci, 2017). In the United States, social media was instrumental in mobilizing events such as Occupy Wall Street, the Women’s March, the March for Science, and the March for Our Lives (Yammine, et al., 2018; Fisher, et al., 2017; Ley and Brewer, 2018). Online social networks offer activists the ability to spread information and connect with like-minded audiences quickly and efficiently [21].

While most problems cannot be solved solely through “likes,” Facebook provides an easy entry into volunteerism and activism [22]. Activists who use social media can showcase collective participation by alerting a user’s network to the actions a friend has taken [23]. Users not specifically connected with activists may come across review-based activist and/or political posts as part of geolocation queries connected with Facebook page reviews and check-ins.

### Political engagement

Social media creates “opportunities for civic and political engagement” [24]. Use of a social network site is associated with increased rates of political participation off-line (Gil de Zúñiga, et al., 2012; Tufekci and Wilson, 2012). More specifically, using online social networks as a source of news has a direct effect on off-line political participation, while using social media for social interaction has an indirect effect via online political expression (Gil de Zúñiga, et al., 2014). Using Pew Research Center survey data, Bode (2017) found that even people uninterested in politics engaged in “easy” political behavior (“liking” and commenting) on political social media posts and that this engagement is associated with greater off-line political activity.

### Political disagreement and engagement

Online social network users “perceive higher levels of political disagreement than non-users, and they perceive that difference on social media more than they do elsewhere” [25]. Research on the effectiveness of political persuasion online is mixed. On one side, Facebook users are more likely to be exposed to — and spread more information from — distant contacts rather than close friends (Bakshy, 2012). Higher levels of participation in online discussions that cut-across political disagreements indirectly leads to increased off-line political participation through the sharing of information and its positive feedback [26]. On the other, algorithms can create “bubbles” where users are only presented with content similar to that which they have previously engaged with — and this can drive political polarization and enable extremism (Sunstein, 2017).

While scholars have found that progressive users were more likely to engage in crossideological political communication than conservative users (Boutyline and Willer, 2016; Barberá, et al., 2015), Barberá, et al. also “conclude that previous work may have overestimated the degree of ideological segregation in social-media usage” [27]. Similarly, a study of Spanish politicians, media journalists, and Twitter users found that only a small number of users participating in online political discussion changed their behavior as a result of their involvement (Guerrero-Solé, 2018). Moreover, only members in one of the four political groups studied (Podemos, a leftist party) showed significantly greater ratios of engagement with users that did not share their political views [28]. Agur and Frisch’s (2019) study of Hong Kong’s Umbrella Movement found that the student political activists were unable to persuade others to join their cause, which was not surprising given polarization of Internet discourse related to their movement [29]. Recent findings on “echo chambers” reveals “the popular saying that ‘haters gonna hate’ and ‘lovers gonna love,’ regardless of which media they rely on the most, is a more accurate description” of political expression in online social networks (Nguyen and Tien Vu, 2019).

### Anger and hate speech

In a Norwegian survey of self-reported social media use, angry people are more likely to debate “with people having both similar and opposing views” and “seek out information confirming their views more frequently” [30]. More disturbingly, President Trump’s use of Twitter to post angry and racist rhetoric related to Islamic-related topics is highly correlated with anti-Muslim hate crimes (Müller and Schwarz, 2018). On Facebook, “right-wing anti-refugee sentiment on Facebook predicts violent crimes against refugees in otherwise similar municipalities with higher social media usage” [31]. Trump — and White nationalist groups — use racialized othering to frame and stoke fears in order to “silence, breed division, and engage in fearmongering” [32]. As Trump is celebrated for his “politically incorrect” stance, individual social media users may also reasonably expect to be celebrated for angry and racist posts [33].

Anger can be expressed in online political posts through flaming. Hutchens, et al. (2015) neatly summarizes the definition of flaming as “the interpretation and sending of aggressive or hostile messages across various forms of online communication” [34]. This differs from Herring’s (1993) interpretation of adversarial behavior on academic lists, which is characterized by posts that include “evidence of careful planning and preparation” [35]. People’s intention to flame increases when they engage in online political discussions, have less political knowledge, and view
flaming as acceptable [36].

**Demographic information on social media.** Online social networks control the display of demographic information on their platform by the choices they allow users to select. For example, new users must select between “male” or “female” on the first sign-up page on Facebook (Facebook, n.d.-a). If new users do not select between the two options, a popup with the text “Please choose a gender. You can change who can see this later” appears before signup is allowed to continue — see screenshot in Appendix B, Figure B1 (Facebook n.d.-a). Furthermore, users are only able to customize their gender options after the sign-up process within the “About” portion of their profile. In Cirucci’s (2017) focus group study of 45 college aged participants, just half of the Facebook users were familiar with additional gender options available and only one changed her gender display (from female to cisfemale) [37]. Gender also influences which content is automatically presented, including targeted advertising [38]. One’s selected gender presents itself immediately to other users, as Facebook presents the publicly viewable statement “If you know <username>, send <him/her/them> a message” with respective pronouns offered at the top of every non-connected profile page and About page.

In contrast, new users are not required to select race or ethnic categories to sign up for Facebook accounts, nor are these selections visible to outside viewers unless the user chooses to make that information publicly available. This lack of options regarding race and ethnicity provides further insight into Facebook designer and programmer assumptions, where explicit racial and ethnic categories are deemed inessential [39]. Facebook’s Non-Discrimination Policy states, “Ads must not discriminate against people based on personal attributes such as race, ethnicity, color, national origin, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, family status, disability, medical or genetic condition” (Facebook, n.d.-b). However, proxies for racial and/or ethnic categories are still easily employable as of June 2019, as advertisers are able to target their content to users interested in categories such as “Latino” (Appendix B, Figure B2), “Asian American Culture” (Appendix B, Figure B3), and “African-American Culture” (Appendix B, Figure B3) (Facebook, n.d.-c; n.d.-d; n.d.-e).

**Gender differences in online engagement.** Gender differences in online communication is well-documented. Thirteen years before Mark Zuckerberg founded Facebook in his Harvard dorm room, Selfe and Meyer (1991) found that men and other people who enjoy off-line social privilege dominated online academic conversations at a virtual asynchronous conference. Around the same time, Herring (1993; 1992) established that while men and women both respond negatively to aggressive online discourse, women produced less adversarial content, dropped out of conversations more frequently, and were more actively censored by men who ignored or delegitimized their messages.

Despite these challenges, women have surpassed men in their frequency of use and preference for technology-mediated communication, which includes social media along with text messaging and video chat [40]. There is a higher percentage of women (74 percent) who use at least one online social network than men (62 percent) in the United States (Pew Research Center, 2019). More specifically, 52 percent of all American women use Facebook, compared to 48 percent of American men as of January 2018 (Statista, n.d.).

Differences in the way social media are used by men and women have also been established. Men reported a higher rate of using online social networks for forming new relationships and gaining general information while women reported higher rates of using them for relationship maintenance (Muscanell and Guadagno, 2012; Krasnova, et al., 2017). Speech acts provide another area of variance. In a study of teenagers in an online chat room, men used more manipulative speech acts while women performed more reactive acts that tended to contribute more to information exchange [41].

Personality differences provide another disparity — while both male and female social media users are more likely to be extraverted, only men with greater degrees of emotional instability were found to be more frequent users [42]. Correa, et al. (2010) posit that men with emotional instability use social media to bolster self-esteem by reaching out to others [43]. Moreover, a study of demographics on Reddit engagement found that while women are equally as likely to vote on and read posts as men, they contributed fewer news stories and commented less on posts [44]. More active forms of engagement, i.e., posting and commenting, “may be perceived as riskier for women and therefore undesirable” [45], echoing Herring’s (1993) 26-year-old findings that a minority of male participants tend to dominate online discussions through the sheer number of posts created as well as rhetorical intimidation tactics [46]. In terms of online political engagement, men are more likely than women to post original political content, while women are slightly more likely to unfriend other users for political reasons and engage in less visible political behaviors such as commenting or liking original posts created by others [47].

**Limitations of gendered demographic information.** By forcing users to choose between binary gender options,
Facebook designers and programmers make “decisions that render gender into a category [that] recursively influence[s] how we identify ourselves and others” [48]. While this study identifies and analyses gender by collecting user-chosen pronouns, the researcher does not condone exclusive binary gender expression and would include non-binary options if they were displayed on the user accounts studied.

Limitations of digital activism and online engagement. Social media function within existing political and institutional contexts [49]. Organizers and activists are limited by their specific historical and social contexts and must choose from available tactics [50]. Governments censor social network sites as well as use them to collect personal information and trap activists into spreading false protest announcements [51]. Restrictions to Internet access, as well as maintaining the time and skills required to participate in digital activism, often limit participation to the wealthy and elite [52].

One major difficulty of researching social media is the misinterpretation of expressions [53]. Content produced with specific meanings for a particular audience can be misunderstood when viewed with a different set of assumptions [54]. This is important to consider when studying politically-, ethically-, and/or morally-charged content. For example, Sutherland (2017) discussed the implications of different users posting, viewing, and memorializing Black deaths digitally. Contextualization is key to exploring the dichotomies of memorialization versus commodification and the choice to bear witness versus the choice not to engage. Also, most digital engagement metrics are quantitative (number of users, click-throughs, page views, etc.), which limits the analysis of deeper experiences and interactions better captured by qualitative study [55]. As such, this study uses a mixed-methods approach that collects data from multiple channels.

User-created reviews

Online user-created reviews provide a unique opportunity for engagement and digital activism. Not surprisingly, however, most research on user-created reviews centers on marketing and product choice decisions. Interestingly, the volume of reviews, not whether reviews are good or bad, is the most important factor for attracting Amazon.com customers [56]. Similarly, how online users rate a movie has no impact on box office revenue, but the number of reviews does, which indicates that reviews can be viewed as a proxy for word-of-mouth spread [57]. These findings could imply that more reviews correlate to more visitors of reviewed physical spaces (such as monuments and statues) and perhaps the number of “negative” protest-related reviews correlates to higher offline engagement as well.

There is also intriguing research on emotional expressions found in online reviews. Non-professional reviewers who actively post on Amazon.com experience a sense of belonging to the “Amazon community” and share high levels of “sensitive information [about] ... family, humans, affect, positive emotions, negative emotions, sadness, cognitive mechanisms, concerns related to work, achievements, leisure and money” [58]. However, consumers consider positive and negative emotional expressions in reviews differently; emotions polarize assessments of the quality and trustworthiness of a reviewer. Reviews expressing negative emotions are viewed as being less informative because users attribute them to reviewers’ irrational dispositions, while reviews expressing positive emotions are attributed to positive experiences with the product being reviewed [59]. Emotional content expressed in reviews of contentious physical spaces may reveal similar information.

While scholarly literature has yet to address user-created reviews in terms of activism or political expression, recent news coverage has mentioned the phenomenon in passing. The New York Times reported that Yelp blocked comments for Comet Ping Pong (a pizza restaurant) after receiving reports of threatening and abusive comments related to the “Pizzagate” conspiracy [60]. The Red Hen, a restaurant in northern Virginia, was bombarded with bad reviews after refusing to serve the White House press secretary (Barnes, 2018). Other unaffiliated restaurants with the same name in D.C., New Jersey, and Connecticut experienced collateral damage with hundreds of bad reviews, angry calls, and one instance of a protestor “egging” the wrong restaurant (Siegel, 2018). Clearly, “fake” reviews have real impacts.

Current research related to combating “fake” reviews focuses on detection (Kugler, 2014; Mukherjee, et al., 2013) and policy-making (Malbon, 2013) rather than gauging sentiment or uncovering alternative functions such as activism. Moreover, traditional approaches to the design and evaluation of online review systems enact the capitalist paradigms in which they are often founded (Wilson and De Paoli, 2019). Investigating argumentative reviews may uncover new insights into political expression and engagement — particularly how online behavior influences conceptions of physical spaces and vice versa.

Demographic differences in online reviewers. Currently, there are inconsistent findings on the proportion of men versus women who write online reviews. Mangold and Smith (2012) found men posted more frequently than women
based on a survey study of university students [61]. Yet Punj’s (2013) analysis of data from the Pew Research Center found that women were more likely to post online reviews [62]. Moreover, these results directly contradict Mangold and Smith’s (2012) study, finding “younger male consumers with some college education (possibly because they are still in college) are least likely to post online reviews” [63]. Fogel and Kumar (2017) found no difference in review impact with regards to age or gender, but did find categorical race/ethnicity significance, with “Hispanic American, Asian/Asian American, and Other associated with increased intentions to use an online restaurant review Web site.”

---

**Data and methods**

**Studying social media data**

The average American now spends almost an hour per day on Facebook-owned applications alone (Stewart, 2016). Dougherty and Meyer (2014) acknowledge that “[a]s more of the daily activities of life are carried out on the Web, the Web pages, sites, and applications that enable those activities and record traces of our communications are increasingly primary media for modern society” [64]. From another perspective, future researchers studying our current time will have to draw heavily from digital content to understand the realities of our lives [65]. Reporting and analyzing Silent Sam’s online reviews provides insights into the current sentiments surrounding a contentious physical space.

**Analytic strategy**

This study employs qualitative-dominant mixed methods research (MMR). MMR provides “an intellectual and practical synthesis based on qualitative and quantitative research” that often provides “the most informative, complete, balanced, and useful research results” [66]. MMR can be particularly helpful for interpreting quantitative results [67] such as comparing rates of user-engagement (e.g., “likes”) and the sentiments expressed in review posts. Additionally, strengths of one method can compensate weaknesses in another [68].

**Content analysis.** Publicly available review content from the Silent Sam Facebook page was collected and analyzed for this study, including gender expression of unique contributors (via chosen gender pronouns), text from reviews and replies, and reactions (“likes,” “loves,” etc.). This included 44 original posts and 125 replies created by 67 unique users between October 2015 and February 2019. Facebook posts that “checked in” or “tagged” Silent Sam but did not include a review were not collected. Data was saved on an encrypted platform and pseudonyms were chosen for examples presented in this paper. All users who posted to the page had publicly viewable gendered pronouns selected (i.e., “he” or “her”). None used non-binary gender pronouns. Data was collected on 13 March 2019 and reflects only the publicly visible information available at that time.

Facebook’s review system changed from assigning 1–5 stars to asking users to choose “Yes” or “No” to the question, “Would you recommend Silent Sam?” over the period of time in which original posters created their reviews. As such, original posts were coded as “pro-Confederate” if they provided 4–5 stars or expressed that they recommended the statue. Users who gave Silent Sam 1–2 stars or expressed that they did not recommend the monument were coded as “anti-Confederate.” The researcher coded replies as pro-Confederate or anti-Confederate depending upon the sentiment expressed inside the posts (e.g., if the replier agreed or disagreed with the original poster).

The researcher then used Herring, et al.’s (2005) CMC Act Taxonomy to code all publicly available original posts. The CMC Act Taxonomy provides a classification scheme for coding online speech acts (Herring, et al., 2005). For example, the post “Put the Statue back up!!!!” was coded as DIRECT, implying an “attempt to cause action” (Herring, et al., 2005). Research that implements these codes includes studies of online chatrooms (Barlow, 2013; Kapidzic and Herring, 2011), contextualizing and framing in forums (Zhang, 2011), and speech patterns of celebrities on Twitter (Nemer, 2016). Next, all SPLC (2019) claims visible in the pro-Confederate recommendation posts were identified and coded; examples are provided in Appendix A, Table A1. To mitigate potential bias and ensure reliable textual content analysis, the researcher enlisted another coder to assign CMC speech acts (Herring, et al. 2005) and SPLC (2019) claims as well. Next, the researcher computed inter-rated agreement between the two sets of codes and found a Cohen’s Kappa coefficient of 0.97, indicating high agreement. The researcher and coder then discussed disputed posts and agreed upon final codes for analysis.
Results

Reviews and engagement

In response to *RQ1*, no statistical significance is found between pro- or anti-Confederate monument recommendations and the number of reactions or comments. Neither is there significance for engagement when gender is added to review sentiment. However, there are demographic patterns that emerge in content creation.

Demographic patterns. A Fisher exact test shows a statistically significant difference between gender and pro-Confederate versus anti-Confederate sentiment expressed on the original review posts (*p*=0.009). Table 1 displays the frequency counts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation sentiment by gender.</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recommends statue</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not recommend statue</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pro-Confederate users made up 65.91 percent of the original reviewers and 68.65 percent of total posters, which, while larger than the 42 percent of Southerners who expressed a desire to leave Confederate monuments standing in a December 2018 Winthrop survey, is not a statistically significant difference in proportion (*p*=0.82 and *p*=0.79, respectively).

Women made up 38.63 percent of original posters, a statistically significant difference in the gender ratio of reviewers (*z*=4.378, *p*<0.001). Additionally, women made up a smaller proportion of pro-Confederate contributors, 24.14 percent original reviewers and 28.26 percent of both reviewers and repliers, which is statistically significant from an equally gendered distribution (*z*=5.359 and *z*=6.744, *p*<0.001, respectively). This differs from Strother, *et al.*’s (2017) finding that women support public displays of Confederate symbolism at a slightly higher rate than men, although these findings do align with Bode’s (2017) conclusion that women are less likely to post political information.

While women made up a smaller proportion of unique users, they made more reply posts than men (67 replies written by women compared to 58 replies written by men). However, this finding may be highly skewed due to a “flame war” that occurred between two female posters that garnered 37 reply posts between the two. This will be further discussed in the Flame Wars section below.

Differences in speech acts

A Fisher’s exact test found significant differences between negative and positive reviews (*p*=0.024). Of the 44 total original posts, four did not include any text and only nine of the 16 CMC Speech Act categories were coded from the data (see Table 2). The speech acts INFORM and DIRECT were used particularly frequently by users who recommended the monument. Examples of speech acts are available in Appendix C, Table C1.
Men created seven of the eight reviews coded as “DIRECT” and 11 of the 13 reviews coded as “INFORM.” The high rate of male DIRECT posts aligns with Kapidzic and Herring’s (2011) finding of men using more manipulative speech acts. The large proportion of men using INFORM as a speech act can be understood as “mansplaining.”

The word mansplain, a portmanteau of man and explain, is used to describe men speaking patronizingly to women as well as a method to critique, evaluate, or comment on the appropriateness of language used on social media (Bridges, 2017). Merriam-Webster (2018; n.d.) added “mansplain” to its online dictionary in 2018 as a verb meaning to “explain something to a woman in a condescending way that assumes she has no knowledge about the topic.” Two examples from the Silent Sam review page are excerpted below:

Mark: Silent Sam represents the heroic and brave soldiers that fought in the War of Yankee Aggression.
John: In memory of 18, 19 year olds who died ... fight for the confederacy.

Similar “informative” recommendations were written by men throughout the four years of review posts studied. These posts offer little additional information of value beyond what can be read in the page’s “About” section, which states that the monument depicts a Confederate soldier (Silent Sam, 2015).

**RQ3: Use of coded racism in positive reviews**

Of the 29 original positive reviews of Silent Sam, only 14 aligned with the claims defined by the SPLC (2019). The most popular SPLC claim used was HISTORY. Of the posts that did not include SPLC claims, two new categories emerged: six reviewers simply claimed that the monument must be saved, restored, or respected and two posters directed anyone who felt differently to “leave.” Frequency distribution and proportions of claims used are displayed in Table 3; examples are available in Appendix A, Table A1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMC</th>
<th>CLAIM</th>
<th>DESIRE</th>
<th>DIRECT</th>
<th>ELABORATE</th>
<th>INFORM</th>
<th>INQUIRE</th>
<th>REACT</th>
<th>REJECT</th>
<th>REQUEST</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected Count</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected Count</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected Count</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 2: Recommendation by CMC Speech Act cross-tabulation. |

---

**Table 3: Proportion of SPLC claims used by pro-statue reviewers.**

Of the 29 original positive reviews of Silent Sam, only 14 aligned with the claims defined by the SPLC (2019). The most popular SPLC claim used was HISTORY. Of the posts that did not include SPLC claims, two new categories emerged: six reviewers simply claimed that the monument must be saved, restored, or respected and two posters directed anyone who felt differently to “leave.” Frequency distribution and proportions of claims used are displayed in Table 3; examples are available in Appendix A, Table A1.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>History</th>
<th>Not slavery</th>
<th>First Amendment</th>
<th>Heritage</th>
<th>Slaves too</th>
<th>Other: Save/Respect</th>
<th>Other: Leave</th>
<th>Other: Misc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cases</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proportion</strong></td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other findings

**Flame wars.** While analyzing content for instances of flaming was out-of-scope for this study, the Silent Sam review page hosted large amounts of hostile content. Interestingly, gender and whether posts recommended (or did not recommend) the monument did not seem to correspond to either the users who created antagonistic posts or which posts were responded to with flames. Nearly all posts that had comments contained vicious replies. An excerpted portion of the exchange between two women with the highest number of posts on the page is replicated below.

Taryn: yes me respecting freedom of speech does make them proud ...

[Animated GIF: https://lauramarch.com/bleach]

Faith: Derp yep there you go showing it again. Sweetie give you enough rope ... To easy
Taryn: To easy to prove you’re dumb ... i agree
Taryn: poor baby ... don’t you have a confederate statue to cry over?

**Mistaken flames.** Users were so willing to flame others that three separate people mistakenly attacked others that shared their own attitude towards the monument. Each of these misguided arguments occurred on an original post that did not recommend Silent Sam, yet took place between repliers expressing pro-Confederate monument sentiments. For example, in response to an original post that critiqued UNC leaders for not “being on the right side of history,” a pro-statue user replied, “Like the same folks who committed treason in 1776 ... idiot.” This reply was followed up by another user who commented, “Lol sweetie that comment alone. Exactly. 1776 (history). You get it now? You just confirmed love that you’re the idiot. Poor thing.” Clearly, the last user in this comment chain did not realize the first replier was calling the original poster an “idiot,” while also favorably comparing Confederate soldiers to the founding fathers. While O’Sullivan and Flanagin (2003) call for researchers to investigate the function of harsh messages before labeling them as flames, none of the derogatory posts seen on the Silent Sam review page appear to be constructive or appropriate for public discourse.

Zero instances of changed opinions were observed in any reviews or replies. In fact, one user stated, “… your opinion won't change mine” after sparring in yet another flame war. These examples provide additional support for calls to include online self-reflexive listening within contemporary pedagogy (Jones, 2019).

**“Leave” as an implicit slur.** Two original posts implore users that do not share their pro-Confederate monument
attitudes to “leave” or “go somewhere else.”

**Dalton:** keep him in place, if you don’t like him leave.
**Kevin:** To me this is my state. And all you people comes from other states. If you don’t like it go somewhere else. We don’t need you here. if not close the college down for not standing for the history of this state.

This language echoes President Trump’s racist tweets and related rhetoric imploring congresswomen of color to “go back” to “the totally broken and crime infested places from which they came” (Trump, 2019). Relatedly, the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (2014) cites “go back to where you came from” as an example of language that could violate anti-discrimination employment laws. Moreover, stating that people who do not share the same values should leave is both counterintuitive to social contracts and “not a morally adequate response to the complaints” [70].

**Discussion and conclusion**

While this study did not find any statistical significance between the sentiment (positive or negative) of a review and the amount of engagement (reactions or comments), there is evidence of sentiment and gender differences between reviewers on the Silent Sam Facebook page. More users wrote pro-Confederate than anti-Confederate reviews. Male reviewers are more likely to recommend the statue than female reviewers. This may seem surprising because women make up the majority of Facebook users (Statistica, n.d.), are slightly more likely to support Confederate monuments in general (Strother, et al., 2017), and produce more online reviews [71]. However, these findings align with previous literature detailing lower levels of active female participation in antagonistic online spaces (Kilgo, et al., 2018; Herring, 1993; 1992).

Rather than offering space for civil discussion, the review function on Silent Sams Facebook page seems to provide a forum for men to “mansplain” the purpose of Confederate memorials. The overwhelming presence of vitriolic messages and lack of civil discourse is also noted.

New themes arose from pro-Confederate reviewers that were not identified by the SPLC (2019). The most frequent claim used by pro-statue reviewers referred to its historical significance. As Strother, et al. (2017) found, knowledge of Southern history negatively correlates with support for Confederate symbolism. Moreover, two users specifically called for people who did not support the public display of Confederate memorialization to “leave.” Integrating these findings into the SPLC (2019) claims and rebuttals can guide activists, educators, and social media designers to better address coded racism and democratic values.

**Future research and limitations.** The deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and other Black Americans at the hands of law enforcement in 2020 led to renewed national attention to symbols of the Confederacy and further interest in anti-racist practices. On the Silent Sam Facebook review page, two additional “check in” posts with seven corresponding reply comments were created specifically in response Black Lives Matter protests and counter-protests on 3 June 2020 and 5 August 2020. Future research is needed to examine links between Confederate monuments, pro-police demonstrations, anti-racist work and how related debates play out in unexpected digital spaces including online reviews.

Moreover, whereas the Silent Sam statue has many reviews and “check in” posts on Facebook, there are none visible on Google Reviews or Yelp as of 6 September 2020. However, the Robert E. Lee statue in Richmond, Va. has over 280 posts on Google Reviews but only six Yelp reviews and one Facebook review. The Nathan Bedford Forrest equestrian statue in Nashville, Tenn. has 19 Google reviews, six Yelp reviews, and none on Facebook. Future research is needed to identify potential explanations for these differences.

It is also important to recognize that this study only analyzes content available on one Confederate monument’s review page and may not be generalizable to other sites. Furthermore, the lack of significant findings may likely be a result of small sample sizes. The data used in this study was collected in spring 2019 and reflects only the publicly visible information available at that time. Additional posts and replies may have been added after this date and it is possible that users have changed their opinions of the statue, public display preferences, or public gender expressions.
Nevertheless, this study provides a starting point for a number of areas for future research on user-generated reviews, online political discussions, and the effects of gender on social media.
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Appendix A
Table A1: Claims and responses to Confederate memorials, adapted from SPLC (2018).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claim</th>
<th>SPLC (2018) response</th>
<th>Example from data</th>
<th>Frequency in data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Removing this Confederate symbol is erasing history in the name of political correctness.</td>
<td>This is not an attempt to erase history. It is an effort to end the government’s endorsement of a symbol that has always represented the oppression of an entire race. These historical symbols belong in museums and other educational settings where people can see them and learn the full history of slavery, the Confederacy, the Civil War and Jim Crow.</td>
<td>“it’s ridiculous that these little snowflakes are trying to erase history!! good or bad!!”</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Civil War wasn’t about slavery. It was about states’ rights.</td>
<td>The desire to preserve slavery was the cause for secession. Secession documents for several states cite slavery as their reason for leaving the Union. The vice president of the Confederacy, Alexander Stephens, said the country was founded on the belief that all men are not</td>
<td>“Silent Sam represents the heroic and brave soldiers that fought in the War of Yankee Aggression, the war was Not fought over slavery”</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
created equal, but that slavery is the “natural and normal condition” of African Americans. It doesn’t get any clearer than that.

The “heritage, not hate” argument ignores the near-universal heritage of African Americans who were enslaved by the millions in the South and later subjected to brutal oppression under the white supremacist regime of Jim Crow. Our democracy is based on equality under the law, and public entities should not prominently display symbols that undermine that concept and alienate an entire segment of the population.

“It’s history period, and it’s also heritage not hate.”

... Rev. Mack Lee, the body servant of the Honorable General Robert E. Lee ... built churches
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rebel reviewers: Social media review pages as sites of Confederate memorial discourses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Slaves fought for the Confederacy, which proves the Civil War wasn’t about slavery.  
For most of the war, the Confederacy did not allow enslaved men to serve. It changed its policy only in the final weeks of the war — a time when it desperately needed men. Few joined voluntarily.  
across the North and South and the first credit union in the country designed to help the freed blacks and told his people, ‘Buy some land, get yourself educated, keep your faith in our Lord and Master Jesus Christ, and beyond all else, put your trust only in the Southern white man.’” |
| 1 |
| We shouldn’t remove things just because someone may be offended. What about the First Amendment’s guarantee of freedom of expression? What else would be removed?  
Individual citizens still have the right to fly a Confederate flag — even if it offends people. That is their First Amendment right. But our government, which is supposed to serve all citizens, shouldn’t endorse a symbol that represents the oppression of a group of its citizens. This is not a freedom-of-expression issue.  
“They died for that opinion and for that they deserve a monument to their bravery in the face armed soldiers ... Silent Sam represented those that, to some extent, wanted to keep slavery, and the Kent State memorial represents those that caused people to become slaves! What is the difference in these two groups?” |
| 1 |
| “Save the monuments.” |
| OTHER: Restore it, treat it with respect, leave it alone | Raise a flag every time a monument is destroyed.”
“Leave Silent Sam alone, it’s a sad day in America when people can attack and vandalize a Confederate Monument and try to justify it.”
“Restore Silent Sam Monument” | 6 |
| OTHER: Leave | “To me this is my state. And all you people comes from other states. If you don’t like it go somewhere else. We don’t need you here. if not close the college down for not standing for the history of this state.” | 2 |
| OTHER: One-off comments, unrelated content, and posts with no text. | “It Sounds like a cool statue”
“Facebook forced me to write a review before I could give the statue five stars” | 7 |

Appendix B: Facebook screenshots
Figure B1: Required gender selection at sign-up (Facebook, n.d.-a).
Add some common interests that your customers share.

This will help Facebook create a better audience for your ads. You can add categories like interests, hobbies and activities.

Latino

- Latino
- Latino culture
- Vive Latino
- Discovery Latinoamérica
- HBO Latinoamérica
- Cinelatino
- Disney World Latino
- Cinemax Latinoamérica

**Figure B2:** Latino targeted ad proxies (Facebook, n.d.-c).
**Figure B3:** Asian American targeted ad proxies (Facebook, n.d.-d).
Appendix C

Table C1: CMC Speech Act taxonomy, adapted from Herring, *et al.* (2005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Act label</th>
<th>Description/Explanation</th>
<th>Example from data</th>
<th>Total frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFORM</td>
<td>Provide “factual” information; verifiable in principle, even if untrue</td>
<td>“287 UNC alumni lost their lives in the civil war.”</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECT</td>
<td>Attempt to cause action</td>
<td>“Put the Statue back up!!!!”</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure B4: African-American targeted ad proxies (Facebook, n.d.-e).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
<th>TEXT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLAIM</td>
<td>Make a subjective assertion; unverifiable in principle</td>
<td>piece of garbage ... worthless trash that doesn’t belong ... never did belong ...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESIRE</td>
<td>A cover term including three categories of irrealis situation</td>
<td>“What think need to happen send silent sam was brought down tonight 8-20-18 that everybody who had any part an it should be put in jail and made to pay a big find not a slap on the wrist like the people in Durham got.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUEST</td>
<td>Seek action politely</td>
<td>“be a lot less racist please”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REACT</td>
<td>Show listenership, engagement — positive, negative, or neutral</td>
<td>“it’s ridiculous that these little snowflakes are trying to erase history!! good or bad!!!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INQUIRE</td>
<td>Seek information</td>
<td>“Why does there need to be a symbol of white supremacy on public land? Good question! It needs to go!”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**ELABORATE**
Paraphrase a previous utterance (usually one’s own)

“Facebook forced me to write a review before I could give the statue five stars, stop forcing me to do things facebook”

1

**REJECT**
Disagree, dispute, and/or challenge

“I’m incredibly happy to see this hateful monument destroyed. May the creators burn in ‘hell’ forever.”

1

---
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